



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Oral Activity of the Old Tale as Cultural 
Creation in the Community
: Study in the Life Story of the Storytellers in 
the City of Tono
Katsuko SATO
Oral activity of the old tale in the City of Tono came to attract attention in 
the 1970s.  This activity is connected with the activity of various citizens, 
such as learning activities (fieldwork, seminar) of the "Tono tale", 
establishment of learning course for the storyteller, birth of the storytellers’ 
group of the second generation, and participation to the city planning of the 
civic organizations and commerce-and-industry organizations.
In this research, I have tried to understand the significance of the cultural 
value of the oral activities of the old tale from the life story interview data of 
storytellers. What kind of influence was given by the experiences of "hearing 
an old tale" in the period of a childhood? How the storytellers recognize oral 
activity of the old tale as cultural creation in the community?  They are very 
sensible to have the relationship with listeners who are coming to Tono for 
not only sight-seeing but also for the interest in the storytelling. And it is 
noticed also that they have constructed cultural networks in the city and all 
over the country. 
These hearings were realized from 2012 to 2013, and all the manuscripts 
were checked by storytellers themselves. I wish to understand from the data 
interviewed the interior thinking and self sense of value about the oral 
activities of the old tale as the folklore.
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